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Ultra-severe plastic deformation (ultra-SPD) is defined as the SPD processes in which the shear strains over 1,000 are introduced to a

work piece. Despite significant activities on various SPD processes, limited studies have been conducted on the behavior of materials at shear

strains over 1,000. The main reason for such limited studies is a consensus that the microstructural, mechanical and functional features usually

saturate to the steady states at shear strains below 100. However, recent studies using the high-pressure torsion (HPT) method confirmed that

significant changes occur at shear strains in the range of 1,000100,000. Here, some of the main findings reported recently by the application of

ultra-SPD are reviewed: appearance of new levels of steady-state microhardness, atomic-scale elemental mixing in the miscible and immiscible

systems, formation of new nanostructured phases / intermetallics, achievement of ultrahigh strength / high plasticity / room-temperature

superplasticity, and development of advanced superconductors and hydrogen storage materials. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.MF201914]
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1. Introduction

Severe plastic deformation (SPD)13) is widely used not

only to achieve ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials with

advanced structural and functional properties46) but also to

control phase transformations79) and conduct mechanical

alloying.1013) Since the earlier studies using the Bridgman

anvils in 1930s,14,15) many works have shown that the

structure and microstructure evolve only at the early stages

of straining and all features finally saturate to the steady

states at large strains.1619)

Despite many studies reported the occurrence of steady

state at large strains, the SPD process was conducted mostly

by employing normal strains in the range of 10 or shear

strains in the range of 100.119) Therefore, the behavior of

materials at extremely large strains is not well-understood

yet. Although most of the SPD processes are basically

applicable under extremely large strains, the high-pressure

torsion (HPT) method is technically the most appropriate

method to investigate the behavior of materials at extremely

large shear strains.1,20,21) In the HPT method, a thin disc

sample is squeezed between two large anvils and shear strain

is introduced by rotating the anvils with respect to each other

(£ = 2³rN/h; £ : shear strain; r: distance from disc center, N:

number of turns, h: disc thickness).20,21)

In the studies conducted by the author and his colleagues

within the past 10 years, ultra-SPD up to shear strains of

100,000 was imparted in various metallic materials by HPT

processing and the evolution of microstructure, phase

transformation and properties was investigated. This manu-

script briefly reviews the main findings on the application of

ultra-SPD to different materials to achieve advanced

structural and functional properties. Here, ultra-SPD is

defined as the SPD processes in which the shear strains over

1,000 are introduced in the material. The level of 1,000 was

selected tentatively because many materials (especially multi-

phase ones) start showing some new behaviors over this

strain level.

2. Application of Ultra-SPD to Various Materials

In the group of author, Ultra-SPD was conducted on

various kinds of materials only using the HPT method. For

this process, the cylindrical HPT anvils (50mm diameter

and 35mm height) were fabricated mainly from a tool steel

with nitrided surface, but WC - 11% Co composite was

occasionally used for processing hard materials. A hole with

either 10 or 14mm diameter, 0.25mm thickness and 30 µm

surface roughness was machined on the surface of each anvil.

The samples were either in the form powders or discs with

10 or 14mm diameter and 0.8mm thickness. The applied

pressure was in the range of 2 to 6GPa, the rotation speed

was 1 rpm and the total number of turns were up to 1,500

turns. Contamination of samples from the anvils was minor,

especially for the samples with hardness levels smaller than

400Hv. In this session, some results achieved by the

application of ultra-SPD to different kinds of materials are

reviewed.

2.1 Pure metals

When pure metals are processed by HPT for N = 410

turns (i.e. £ = 100300), the saturation of grain refinement

and hardening occur.1618) Although the occurrence of

saturation is expected in pure metals due to dynamic

recovery,17,18) dynamic recrystallization,14,22) grain-boundary

rotation23) and/or grain-boundary migration,16) there have

been limited attempts to examine the occurrence of saturation

at shear strains larger than 1,000. The data summarized in

Fig. 1 for (a) bcc-Fe,24) (b) fcc-Ni24) and (c) hcp-Ti,25)

suggest that some deviations may occur from the saturation

levels at £ > 1,000. Deviations in the hardness of HPT-

processed Fe from the steady state is also visible in the data

reported by Hosokawa et al.26) The exact reason for these

deviations, which may not appear for all pure metals, is not+Corresponding author, E-mail: kaveh.edalati@kyudai.jp
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well-understood yet and should be investigated by detailed

characterizations in future. However, it can be concluded that

a real steady state for some metals should occur at larger

shear strains than those are currently accepted.

2.2 Miscible systems

Mechanical alloying usually results in the formation of

UFG materials which have higher strength compared with the

materials synthesized by melting methods. The application of

HPT as a mechanical alloying route results not only in the

mechanical synthesis but also in the formation of bulk

samples, which usually do not require an extra consolidation

process.27,28) When the multi-phase systems with thermody-

namic miscibility are subjected to HPT to synthesize a single

phase, the magnitude of shear strain required for atomic-scale

mixing is always higher than that required for grain

refinement in pure metals because of two reasons. First, the

phases should be fragmented to reduce the diffusion path.

Second, the processing time should be long enough for

completion of lattice diffusion.

We processed powder mixtures in different miscible

systems such as AlNi,2931) TiAl,32,33) NiAlTi,33,34) Al

Cu,35) FeNi36) and Mg-based systems37) by the HPT method

for up to 120 turns (£ < 5,000). The HPT-processed materials

were examined by different techniques such as X-ray

diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), selected area electron diffraction

(SAED) analysis, fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis,

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), high-

angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging and atom probe

tomography. It was found that in all cases, mechanical

alloying could be conducted successfully. However, since

the total imposed strain was limited to a maximum level of

5,000, the single-phase intermetallic phases in some of these

systems (especially in those contained soft Al and Mg

elements) could be produced only by increasing the

processing temperature or by conducting the post-HPT

annealing.2937)

Figures 2 and 3 show the microstructures of TiAl and

Ni2AlTi intermetallics synthesized from the elemental

powders by HPT processing for N = 50 turns at 573K

followed by annealing at 873K for 24 h.32,34) In both

materials, nanograined ordered phases could be successfully

synthesized. Although the formation of these nanograined

intermetallics with good atomic ordering is not thermody-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Deviations from apparent steady-state hardness at very large shear

strain. Variations of hardness versus shear strain for (a) bulk Fe,24)

(b) bulk Ni24) and (c) ball-milled Ti25) after HPT processing for various

turns.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Nanograined TiAl intermetallic with large fraction of twins

synthesized from Ti/Al powders by ultra-SPD. (a) TEM bright-field

image and corresponding SAED pattern and (b) lattice image of twins

after HPT processing for 50 turns at 573K followed by annealing at 873K

for 24 h.32)
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namically surprising, a simple calculation can show that

significant enhancement in the kinetics and lattice diffusion

should have occurred during the HPT process. For example,

it was shown that the atomic diffusion in the AlCu system

during the HPT process should be 10121022 times higher35)

than the reported interdiffusion coefficients in this system.38)

Another good example on the enhancement of kinetics is

the formation of L10 phase in the FeNi system by HPT

processing within 100 minutes,36) while this phase is formed

only in meteorites during long-time astronomical periods.39)

Such an enhancement in the kinetics is due to the formation

of various kinds of lattice defects and particularly due to the

formation of vacancies.4042)

2.3 Immiscible systems with small heat of mixing

In the immiscible systems, there is no thermodynamic

driving force for the atomic-scale mixing at the equilibrium

condition because of the positive heat of formation. When

the heat of formation in an immiscible system is small such

as in NbTi and TiV,43) the alloys can be successfully

synthesized by rapid cooling from the high-temperature

regime.44) However, when these immiscible systems are

severely deformed, the internal energy of the system is

changed by lattice defects as well as by dynamic strain effects

and accordingly, atomic diffusion and elemental mixing

occur.11,45) Our studies showed that the formation of

metastable phases by mechanical alloying is easier, when

the starting elements have hardness levels close to each other

and/or when their heat of mixing is not so positive such as in

NbTi46) and TiV.47)

Figure 4 shows the formation of metastable bcc phases in

the NbTi system by HPT processing at room temperature.

The elements in the NbTi system were first elongated in the

shear direction (Fig. 4(a)) and subsequently mixed by atomic

diffusion under large shear strains (Fig. 4(b)).46) Despite

apparent perfect mixing of the elements after ultra-SPD,

which was confirmed by XRD analysis and conventional

EDS analysis, detailed atomic-scale elemental mapping

confirmed the presence of nano-clusters of Ti with the bcc

structure (Fig. 4(c)).46) Similar results were achieved for the

TiV system, in which hcp-Ti and bcc-V were mixed and a

metastable bcc phase was formed at ambient temperature.47)

2.4 Immiscible systems with significant immiscibility

When shear strain is induced in a system with significant

immiscibility, the phases are elongated in the shear direction

and their thicknesses are reduced. For atomic-scale mixing

of immiscible phases, if we assume that the phases are co-

deformed ideally, the shear strain should be so high that

the thicknesses of sheared phases are reduced to the sub-

nanometer level or ideally to one atomic distance. For

example, the shear strain should be at least 10,000 and

100,000 for the initial phase sizes of 10 and 100 µm,

respectively. Although the phases do not co-deform ideally

in real condition of HPT processing,48) we introduced shear

strains over 10,000 in several Mg-based systems and

examined their behaviors.4953)

Both Ti and Zr are totally immiscible in Mg even in the

liquid form.54,55) However, we detected atomic-scale mixing

and the formation of several supersaturated metastable phases

in both MgTi49) and MgZr50) systems after 1001,000 HPT

turns: bcc, fcc and hcp (see Fig. 5 for MgTi). The formation

of new phases in the MgTi system was also reported by

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 3 Ultrafine-grained Ni2TiAl with L21 ordering synthesized from

elemental powders by ultra-SPD. (a) TEM bright-field image, (b) high-

resolution image, and (c) HAADF lattice image and corresponding

atomic-scale EDS mapping after HPT processing for 50 turns at 573K

followed by annealing at 873K for 24 h.34)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 Synthesis of NbTi alloy from Nb/Ti powders by ultra-SPD.

STEM-HAADF and corresponding EDS elemental mappings after HPT

processing for (a) 20 and (b, c) 50 turns at room temperature, where

(c) shows presence of Ti nano-clusters.46)
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using the high-energy ball milling,5658) but the processing

time for ultra-SPD is shorter and the final product has a bulk

shape. For the MgZr system, ultra-SPD is currently the only

method that provided clear evidence for the presence of new

metastable phases in this system.50)

The MgV- and MgNi-based systems, which are of

interest for hydrogen storage, are also immiscible in the wide

range of compositions.43) We found new bcc phases

(sometimes with the B2-type ordering) in the MgV,52)

MgVSn,51) MgVPd,51) MgVNi,51) MgVCr,52) Mg

NiSn51) and MgNiPd53) systems after HPT processing for

1,2001,500 turns. Figure 6 shows (a) SEM-EDS mapping

and (b) XRD profiles for MgVNi after HPT processing for

different turns.51) Similar to the NbTi system, the phases

were first elongated by shear straining, but they finally mixed

at very large strains. While several phases were detected after

100 HPT turns, only a single bcc phase was present after

1,200 turns. In the MgNiSn system, elemental mixing was

also achieved after 1,500 HPT turns which resulted in the

formation of an amorphous phase in good agreement with

the prediction of first-principles calculations, as shown in

Fig. 7.51) In the MgNiPd, a single-phase Mg4NiPd with the

bcc structure and CsCl-type (B2) ordering was formed after

1,500 turns.53) Detailed analysis by APT, as shown in

Fig. 8(a), confirmed that the three elements were mixed at the

atomic scale despite their thermodynamic immiscibility.59)

Moreover, in-situ XRD observations by using a synchrotron

facility, as shown in Fig. 8(b), confirmed that the Mg4NiPd

phase was thermally stable up to 400K.53)

Here, it should be noted that various analyses such STEM-

EDS, XRD and microstructural examinations confirmed that

the structural and microstructural changes occur continuously

during ultra-SPD.5052) For example, the changes in EDS

mappings and XRD profiles of Figs. 4 and 6 occurs

continuously with increasing the number of turns. Two

recent studies on the microstructural and structural evolutions

during straining in the immiscible AlFe60) and MgH2

(a)

(c)

(e) (f)

(d)

(b)

Fig. 5 Formation of bcc, fcc and hcp phases in immiscible MgTi system

by ultra-SPD despite full immiscibility of two elements even in liquid

form. (a) TEM bright-field image, (b) corresponding SAED pattern and

(cf ) TEM lattice images and FFT diffractograms for different phases

after HPT processing for 100 turns at room temperature.48)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Elemental mixing in immiscible MgVNi system and formation of

single bcc phase by ultra-SPD. (a) STEM-EDS mapping and (b) XRD

profiles after various HPT turns at room temperature.51)

Fig. 7 Amorphization in immiscible MgNiSn system by ultra-SPD.

(a) Simulated structure by first-principles calculations and (b) TEM lattice

image and corresponding SAED pattern after HPT processing for 1,500

turns at room temperature.51)
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TiH2
61) systems also provided clear evidence regarding the

continuous characteristic changes during ultra-SPD. Taken

altogether, ultra-SPD provides a new pathway to produce

new materials, which can be used for different applications,

as will be discussed below.

3. Properties of Materials Processed by Ultra-SPD

3.1 Microhardness evolution

Hardness of metallic materials processed by SPD usually

follows three main behaviors with straining.62,63) In most of

metallic materials with high melting temperatures, hardness

increases at the early stages of straining, but it saturates to the

steady state at large strains.63,64) In materials with moderate

melting temperatures such as Al and Mg, the hardness

increases with increasing the strain, but after reaching a

maximum, decreases and saturates to the steady state.65,66) In

materials with low melting temperatures, the hardness

decreases with straining and saturates to the steady

states.62,67) In all these materials, the steady states appear

at shear strains below 100.6267) However, as shown in Fig. 1,

at least for some of materials, the steady-state hardness can

change at shear strains over 1,000.24,25) In the other word,

larger shear strains are required to have a complete balance

between the hardening and softening phenomena. These

observations suggest that the reported steady states should be

considered as “apparent” steady state unless the behavior of

materials are examined at larger shear strains.

Another feature that was observed after ultra-SPD is the

presence of new hardness-strain behaviors at extremely large

strains. As shown in Fig. 9, the MgZr and MgNiSn alloys

exhibited hardness minimum peaks with straining.51) While

the MgNiPd alloy exhibited an apparent steady-state

hardness, no steady-state hardness was detected in the Mg

Zr alloy even by increasing the shear strain to 100,000. It

should be noted that the appearance of steady state in the

MgNiPd alloy does not correspond to the occurence of

structural and microstructural steady sates, as clear changes

were detected in this material even at shear strains over

10,000.53) The MgLi alloy exhibited a hardness maximum

followed by a softening similar to HPT-processed Al and

Mg,65,66) but its hardness peak appeared at a large shear strain

as 1,000.53) Taken altogether, the microhardness measure-

ments confirm that a real steady state in SPD-processed

materials is achievable at larger strains than those are

currently accepted, especially when the multi-phase materials

are processed.

3.2 High strength and high plasticity

The materials synthesized by ultra-SPD exhibit quite high

hardness levels compared with the as-cast materials due to

their nanostructural features.2934) For example, the nano-

grained AlNi and TiAl intermetallics synthesized by ultra-

SPD exhibited compressive strengths three times higher

than the as-cast materials.29,32) The ¢-Mg alloys, a group of

alloys that are under investigation by the group of author

using ultra-SPD, exhibited hardness levels in the range of

100600Hv, which is comparable with the hardness of ¢-Ti

biomaterials.24) In addition to the high strength, another

feature of materials processed by ultra-SPD is their high

plasticity under compression. Such a high plasticity was

confirmed in the TiAl and Ni2AlTi intermetallics, which

had the microstructural features shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

respectively.32,34)

Figure 10 shows the results of micropillar compression test

conducted on TiAl right after synthesizing by ultra-SPD as

well as after post-SPD annealing at 873K for 24 h. The

sample after ultra-SPD exhibited a compressive strength of

2GPa which is 2 times higher than the earlier reported

strength levels for pure TiAl.68) After annealing, both strength

and plasticity improved due to the activation of different

deformation mechanisms such a twinning, dislocation slip

and grain boundary sliding.34) This promising combination of

high strength and high plasticity, which could not be

achieved earlier in this system by using other processing

routes,68) indicates the high potential of ultra-SPD to develop

new structural materials.

3.3 Room-temperature superplasticity

Superplasticity is defined as the ability of a material to be

elongated over 400% under tension.69) Superplasticity is an

important phenomenon for metal forming, especially when

the final products have complicated shapes. Such large

elongations are achievable only at homologous temperatures

over 0.5Tm (Tm: melting point) where the grain-boundary

sliding is the dominant deformation mechanism in the fine-

grained materials.69) Although SPD processing showed high

potential to achieve low-temperature superplasticity by grain

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Atomic-scale mixing of elements and formation of Mg4NiPd

alloy with B2-type structure by ultra-SPD. (a) APT elemental mapping

and (b) XRD patterns achieved using synchrotron during heating to

examine thermal stability after HPT processing for 1,500 turns at room

temperature.53)
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 9 Unusual hardening/softening behaviors after ultra-SPD. Variations of hardness versus shear strain for (a) MgZr, (b) MgNiPd,

(c) MgNiSn and (d) MgLi after HPT processing for various turns.51)

(a)

(b) (c)

(f)

(g)

(e)

(d)

Fig. 10 High strength and high plasticity in TiAl synthesized by ultra-SPD due to activation of different deformation mechanisms under

compression. (a) Stress-strain curves achieved by micro-pillar compression test after HPT processing for 50 turns at 673K and after post-

HPT annealing at 873K for 24 h. Appearance of pillar (b) after post-HPT annealing and before compression and (cg) after

compression.32)
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refinement effect,7072) there have been few successful

attempts to reduce the superplastic deformation temperature

below 0.5Tm.
73) We showed recently that ultra-SPD can be

employed to design new superplastic materials by engineer-

ing the chemistry and diffusivity of grain boundaries.74,75)

The application of ultra-SPD by 200 HPT turns to MgLi

and AlZn alloys resulted in increasing the fraction of Mg/Li

and Al/Zn interphase boundaries with high grain boundary

diffusion and mobility.74,75) Moreover, Ultra-SPD enhanced

the segregation of Li and Zn in the Mg/Mg and Al/Al grain

boundaries, respectively.74,75) Such microstructural modifica-

tions resulted in achieving room-temperature superplasticity

in the MgLi and AlZn alloys, as shown in Figs. 11(a) and

(b), respectively. These superplastic behaviors, which

occurred at 0.350.36Tm, are considered as the first reports

on achieving room-temperature superplasticity in any Mg-

and Al-based alloys. It should be noted that the application

of ultra-SPD was essential to achieve room-temperature

superplasticity as earlier attempts using the conventional

SPD processing could not lead to room-temperatures

superplasticity in the MgLi7678) and AlZn79,80) alloys.

The MgLi and AlZn processed by ultra-SPD are not so

stable at room temperature and they exhibit grain coarsening

and unusual hardening during time due to the weakening of

grain-boundary sliding.81)

3.4 Superconductivity

Superconductivity is the drop of electrical resistivity to

zero which occurs below a critical temperature in some

particular materials.82) The NbTi alloys, containing small

particles of Ti in Nb matrix, are widely used as super-

conductor wires in industry.83,84) These wires are fabricated

by repeated cold working and annealing for many times to

have a desirable distribution of Ti in Nb.83,84) We found that

the NbTi superconductors can be fabricated directly from

the Nb and Ti powders by application of ultra-SPD.46) As

shown in Fig. 12, the transition temperature could be simply

adjusted by controlling the shear strain or by adjusting the

post-deformation annealing time.46) The changes in the

transition temperature was due to the effect of strain on

distribution of Ti in Nb, as shown earlier in Fig. 4. Even at

very large strains, the Ti nano-clusters remained in the Nb

matrix (Fig. 4(c)) which resulted in good superconducting

properties compared with the commercial wires.83,84) It

should be noted although lattice defects generated by SPD

processing diminish the electrical conductivity of Cu85,86) or

CuCr conductors,87,88) they can act as positive features for

superconductivity due to their vortex pinning effect.89) Taken

altogether, ultra-SPD is considered as a simple route for

fabrication of advanced superconductors, which can be used

in micro-devices for electronic applications.

3.5 Hydrogen storage

Solid-state hydrogen in the form of metal hydrides or

complex hydrides is considered as the most compact

technique to store hydrogen fuel under low pressure.90,91)

However, there are several issues that should be addressed for

application of these hydrogen storage materials: enhancement

of activation, acceleration of hydrogen storage kinetics and

reduction of hydrogen desorption temperature.82,91) It was

shown earlier that the application of SPD methods to the

hydrogen storage materials can ease the activation (e.g., in

TiFe intermetallics92)) and enhance the hydrogen storage

kinetics (e.g., in pure Mg93,94) and Mg-based alloys9597)).

Our group first used ultra-SPD to synthesize well-known

hydrogen storage materials such as Mg-based binary

intermetallics37) and TiV alloys.47) We later challenged to

produce new hydrogen storage materials from different

systems such as MgTi as in Fig. 5,49,61) MgZr,50) Mg

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Occurrence of room-temperature superplasticity in magnesium and

aluminum alloys after ultra-SPD. (a) Stress-strain curves for Mg - 8wt.%

Li alloy after extrusion and after HPT processing for 5 and 200 turns at

room temperature.74) (b) Stress-strain curves for Al - 30 at% Zn alloy after

homogenization, after HPT processing for 200 turns at room temperature

and after post-HPT natural aging at room temperature for 100 days.75)

Inset: appearance of tensile specimens after pulling to failure.

Fig. 12 Synthesis of NbTi superconductors by ultra-SPD. Variations of

superconducting critical temperature versus shear strain after HPT

processing for various turns at room temperature and after post-HPT

annealing at 573K for different periods of time.46)
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V,52) MgVCr alloys,52) MgVNi as in Fig. 6,51) MgNi

Sn as in Fig. 751) and MgNiPd as in Fig. 8.53)

Among the hydrogen storage materials mentioned above,

a Mg4NiPd alloy with the B2-type structure was designed by

using first-principle calculations to have low hydrogen

binding energy.53) Because of the immiscibility of the alloy,

ultra-SPD was employed to mix the elements and synthesize

a B2-type crystal structure, as shown in Fig. 8. The alloy

could reversibly absorb and desorb the hydrogen at room

temperature, as shown in Fig. 13.53) Although the hydrogen

storage capacity of this alloy was rather low, the alloy is

considered as the first Mg-based alloy that could reversibly

store hydrogen at room temperature. It should be noted that

the Mg-based alloys are the first materials introduced as the

hydrogen storage materials,98) but long-time attempts to

reduce their working temperature to room temperature

(without addition of rare-earth elements) has not been

successful.90) The current findings introduce ultra-SPD as a

new mechanochemical route to synthesize new hydrogen

storage materials at the laboratory scale.99)

4. Conclusions

The behavior of materials at ultrahigh shear strains over

1,000 (i.e. after ultra-SPD) can be different from their

behavior after conventional SPD processing. This difference

is especially significant, when the multi-phase materials are

processed. Processing of materials by ultra-SPD, which is

technically possible using the HPT method, not only provides

new insights into the behavior of materials at large shear

strains, but also provides a new metallurgical alchemy route

to synthesize advanced materials with exceptional structural

and functional properties. Despite the potential of the method

as a unique processing tool, there are still open questions

regarding the mechanism of structural and microstructural

evolutions during ultra-SPD as well as the required strain to

achieve a real saturation of microstructural features. More-

over, the introduction of ultra-SPD to materials is currently

limited to the HPT method, which provides samples with

small sizes. New technologies should be developed to impart

ultra-SPD in large samples for industrial applications.
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